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On the nonexistence of extremal self-dual codes 
Abstract 
Most of the known nonexistence results for extremal self-dual codes were obtained by means 
of considering when the corresponding cxtremal weight enumerators contain negative coefficients. 
However, some of the known results were based on computer programs and a detailed and unified 
proof is very much desirable. In the present paper, with a unified notation, we deal with all four 
types of extremal weight enumerators simultaneously. We show that the third nonzero coefficient 
in the extremal weight enumerator is negative if and only if for Type I and II = Xi (i 3 4), 
Xi+2 (i>5). 8i+4 (i>,(3), 8i+6 (i37): for ‘Type II and n=24i (i3154), 24i+X(i2159), 
24; + 16 (i> 164); for Type 111 and II = 12; (i>70), 12i + 4 (i375). l2i + X (i378); for Type 
IV and n = 6i (i> I7), 6; f2 (i>20), 6i +4 (i322). Thus the corresponding extremal self-dual 
codes with length II do not exist. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Kr~~~~~or~l.s: Extremal self-dual code; Extremal weight enumerator: Negative coefficient 
1. Introduction 
We follow the definitions in [8]. A UX/P C of Icqth II and nlinitnunl distunw tl 
over GE’(q) consists of a set of n-tuples u = (~1,. . u,, ), II, E GF(q), called UK~~JMY&S. 
with the property that any two codewords differ in at least (I places. 
Cocjugcrtion in the field GF(p”), p = prime, will be defined by X = xl’ for x 
E GF( p”). Similarly one defines conjugation for vectors: u = (cl,. , cl,,), matrices, etc. 
The &u/ Cl- of a linear code C consists of all vectors u E GF(q)” such that 
II V = ulF, + + u,1’,, = 0 for all v = (VI.. . , I’,,) t C. A code is s~~(f&~~l if C = Cm. 
The (Hanmkq) ,k,eight of a vector u = (u,, . u,,), written rt,t(u), is the number of 
nonzero L/,. Thus the Hamming distance between II and v is equal to l~t(u--17). The 
(Humming) ,l,cight mumtrvutor of C is 
0 166-2 18X/996 see front matter 0 1999 Elsevicr Science I3.V. All rights Ireserved 
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There are four especially important families of self-dual codes, those in which the 
weights of the codewords are multiples of a constant w > 1. In a binary self-dual 
code every codeword u satisfies u . u = 0 in GF(2) and so has even weight. These 
are called Type I codes. In some binary self-dual codes the weight of every codeword 
is a multiple of 4: these are Type II codes. In a ternary self-dual code (over GF(3)) 
the weight of every codeword is a multiple of 3. These are called Type III codes. 
Finally in a self-dual code over GF(4) every codeword has even weight. These are 
called Type IV codes. The Gleason-Pierce theorem [8] ensures that these are essentially 
the only self-dual codes with such divisibility properties. 
The minimum weights d of these codes satisfy the Mallows-Sloane bound [8]: 
Type I, d d 2[n/8] + 2, n even, 
Type II, d <4[n/24] + 4, 81~2, 
Type III, d <3[n/12] + 3, 4/n, 
Type IV, d <2[n/6] + 2, n even. 
A code of some type is called extremal if its minimum weight d meets the Mallows- 
Sloane bound. 
Since the extremal weight enumerator plays a key role in the nonexistence of ex- 
tremal codes [6, 71, we give its definition below. We follow the notation in [7]. 
From the Gleason theorem [l] and its generalization [3](see also [S]), we know that 
the weight enumerator W(X, Y) of a self-dual code of length n is a polynomial in the 
polynomials f and g where 
for Type I, f =X2 + Y2, y=X2Y2(X2 - Y2)2, 
for Type II, f=Xs + 14X4Y4 + Y*, g=X4Y4(X4 - Y4)4, 
for Type III, f =X4 + 8XY3, g= Y3(X3 - Y3)3, 
for Type IV, f=X2 + 3Y2, g= Y2(X2 - Y2)2. 
To obtain a unified notation for all the four types we replace X by 1 and Y” by y, 
and give the following definition: f = 1 + my + 6y2, g = v( 1 - JJ)~, where 
for Type I, w=2,R=4,S=2,n= 1,6=0, 
for Type II, w=4,R=3,S=8,~=14,6=1, 
for Type III, w = 3, R = 3, S = 4, a = 8,6 = 0, 
for Type IV, w=2,R=3,S=2,a=3,6=0. 
With the unified notation Gleason’s theorem and its generalization now state that, in 
all four types, the weight enumerator of a code C of length n = Sj is given by 
W(y)= xakfipRkgk= xA,,,kyk, 
k=O k=O 
(1) 
where m = [j/R] = [n/RS], the a,+ are integers, and Ai is the number of codewords in 
C of weight i. 
There are m integers a 1,. . . , a,,, to be chosen because a0 is always 1. Suppose we 
begin by choosing al,. . . , a,,, so that 
,,I n/u, 
w(y)= xakfi-Rkqk = 1 + c &Y~. (2) 
k=O h =m+ I 
It will be shown below that this determines the c(k uniquely. Let 
II ‘I,’ 
where WE is called an extremal weight enumerator (of some type). 
Since the Mallows-Sloane bound can be stated as d dw(m + 1 ), the weight enu- 
merator of an extremal code is extremal. Thus, if some extremal weight enumerator 
contains a negative coefficient, the corresponding extremal code does not exist. 
1.2. Known results and motivation 
About the extremal weight enumerator, there are mainly the following known results, 
Proposition 1.1 (Mallows and Sloane [7]). For Type I and jar n = 32,40,42,48,50.52 
and > 56, WE contuins a negative coeficient; far Type III, the coejicient of the high- 
est power of y is negative for n = 24i (i 2 3), 24i + 4 (i 2 7), and the next-to-highest 
coejficient is negutive for n = 24i + 12 (i > 11). 
Note that there are some missing cases in Proposition 1.1 for Type III, which are 
n = 24i + 8, 24i + 16 and 24i + 20. Based on this proposition, Ward proved 
Theorem 1.2 (Ward [9]). The extremul codes of Type I e.uist for n = 2,4,6,8, 12, 14, 
22,24, and for no other n. 
Theorem 1.3 (Mallows et al. [6]). For Types II and III, WE contains u negative co- 
eficient for all sn#iciently large n. 
It is also said in [6] that A4*,+8 (the third nonzero coefficient in WE of Type II) first 
goes negative when n is about 3720. 
Theorem 1.4 (Mac Williams et al. [4]). For Type IV, A2*,+4 (the third nonzero co- 
efficient in WE) is negative for n >, 102 [f IZ s 0 (mod 6) for n > 122 if n E 2 (mod 6). 
,fijr n > 136 if’ n z 4 (mod 6). 
Theorem 1.5 (Ma [2]). For Type II, Atts is negative fbr n 33984 
Unfortunately, the results in Proposition 1.1 were obtained using a computer program, 
and no detailed theoretical proof is available. The situation for Theorem 1.4 is similar. 
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Therefore, not only the missing cases in Proposition 1 .I need be added but also a 
detailed theoretical proof is very much desirable. 
1.3. Main result 
In this paper, we will provide a unified proof to reach the goal. Our main result is 
as follows. 
Theorem 1.6. Az,Cm+,, (the third nonzero co@icient in WE) is negative if and only if 
for Type I, n=Si (i>4), 8i+2 (i>5), 8i+4 (i36), 8i+6 (i>7), 
fbr Type II, n=24i (i3154), 24i+8 (i>l59), 24i+ 16 (i3164), 
for Type III, n=l2i (i>70), 12if4 (i375), 12i+8 (i>78), 
for Type IV, n=6i (i> 17), 6i+2 (ib20), 6i+4 (i~22). 
Thus the corresponding extremal self-dual codes with length n do not exist. There 
are also some interesting remarks at the end of the paper. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.6 
We shall first introduce a function D(m, v) and relate it to the negativity of A*,(,+,). 
We also prove the decreasing property for the sequence {D(m, r)}r=s, which is the 
key point to prove Theorem 1.6. 
Let q(y) = g/f R; from (2) we have 
k -f(y)-’ 5 AT,ky”. 
k=m+l 
(3) 
Since cp(y>=v(l - y)“/(l + ry + 6~~)~ N y for small y, we expand f(y))j in 
powers of cp using the Biirmann-Lagrange theorem [5]: 
where ~0 = 1, and 
‘2 s- -;& [(C) (;)‘I,,=, 
-j d”-’ (c( + 2fy) =--- 
s! dy”-’ [ 1 (1 + my + dy2)j+‘-Rs( 1 -y)” J‘=. 
for s = I,&. . . . Comparing (3) and (4) we have 
(4) 
(5) 
a,=a,s for s=O,l,..., in, 
and 
F ~,,f(y)‘-R’g(y)” = - 2 AT,&’ 
\-,I, + I .r=r,,+ I
Thus LIP (k = 0, 1,. . . ,m) are determined uniquely. 
Equating coefficients of yn’+’ and ,)“‘I+’ in (6) gives 
Relations ‘Y,~?+I < 0 and Az.(,z+, )>0 follow immediately from (5) and (7) (a formula 
for A:.(,>,+,) can be found in [4, 71). 
Let v = ,j - Rm, so that 0 < 1’ d R ~ I. From (7) and (8) we have the following lemma. 
We define some useful functions. Let 
A(y, v) = (X + 26y)( 1 + a!: + d-v2 )R-“~-‘, 




D(m,,,)z(*~,+ I)“‘+’ B(m+ l)/((n+ l)(m+2)-(I +6)(2R- v)).~) 
\,I”’ A(nz+2-(I +b)(R- I’))/((w+ l)m+~- l),v)’ 
(11) 
Lemma 2.2. CX,,~+~/X~,+I <D(m,v). 
Proof. From (5 ) we have 
(~+26y)(l +~y+cSy’)~ 
(I _ ?,)w(m+l 1
-.j 
dmfl B( y. v) _ 
(m + 2)! dl;“‘+’ (I - J,)“‘(“‘~~) I. ,zo’ (13) 
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Let 
A(y, v) = $ ayyi, 
i=O 
Q 
B(y, v) = c b!‘)y’, 
i=O 
where P = (R - v - 1) + 6(R - v), and Q = (2R - v - 1) + 6(2R - v). It is clear that 
all al”’ and bj”’ are nonnegative integers. Note that for any positive integer t, 
1 O” 
----~ 
CC (1 - y>’ i=. i 
From (12), (13) we obtain 
-j 
P 





c ( b(bs) (w + 1)m + 2w - i m +2 i=o L 1 m+l-i ’ 
Let 
(w+l)m+w- 1 -i 
m-i 






F(m, i) = 





dF(m, i) < 





I (w+l)m+w-1 ’ 
and for O<i<(2R-v- l)+S(2R-v), 
i 
F(m + l,i)< 
m+l 
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From (14) and (15), we have 
(w+ l)m+2w 
m+l m+l 1 =--- 
__ Cf?ohiV’F(m + 1,i) 
m+2 (w+l)m+w-1 
( > 
Cp=, aj’)F(m. i) 
m 
= (w+l)m+2w (w+ l)m+2w-k CE,hj”‘F(m+l,i) 
m-t2 wm + 2w - k Cpz, ai’)F(m, i) (2’ ) 




and (w+ l)m+2w-k w+ 1 
wm + 2x1 - k 
<--- 
M’ ’ 
by ( 19) and (20) we further have 
__ < (w + l)“‘+’ xi”=, b:“‘(m + l)/((w + l)(m + 2) - (1 + 6)(2R - 1’))’ %,+2 
%I+ I IV” C~zoa~‘)(m + 2 - (1 + 6)(R - v))/((w + 1)m + w - 1)’ 
= D(m, v). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
CoroIIary 2.3. !f’ D(m, V) < w(m + 1) t x(R - v). thf~2 A;,(,~+~, CO. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. El 
Now we prove that, for a given v = 0, 1,. . . , R - 1, {D(m, ~)}r& is a nonincreasing 
sequence. 
Lemma 2.4. For u gitlen v = 0, 1, . , R - 1, lf’ m 3 5, then D( m, v) < D(m ~ I, 11). 
Proof. From (9) and (lo), we know that A(y, V) and B(y, v) are nondecreasing func- 
tions of y (for a given v=O,l,..., R - 1 and ~30). 
It is easy to check that for all the four types and m35, 
06 
m+l m 
(u: + l)(m + 2) - (1 + 6)(2R - 11)’ (w + l)(m + 1) - (1 + 6)(2R - 1’)’ 
(22) 
and except for S=O and R - V= 1, 
m + 2 ~ (1 + 6)(R - V) m + 1 - (1 + 6)(R - 18) 
(w+ l)m+w- 1 ‘(w+ l)(m- l)+w- 1 ‘O’ 
(23) 
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(w+ l)(m+2)-KV ) ( dB (Wf I)(:+ I)-zCv > ’ 
where K=(l + 6)(2R - v) and 
A 
mf2-H mfl-H 
(w+ l)m+w- 1 (w+l)(m-l)+w-l’v 
where H = (1 + 6)(R - v) and m 25. This means that for m 25, 
D(m,v)<D(m - 1,~). 0 
Using the function D(m, v), it is easy to determine when Ac(nz+ZI is negative. 
Corollary 2.5. For cc given v = 0, 1, . . . ,R - 1, if mo35 such that D(mo,v)<w(mo 
+ 1) + a(R - v), then fur ull m >mo, A:(,+,) < 0. 
Proof. Since 
D(m,v)<D(mo,v><w(mo + 1) + r(R - v)dw(m + 1) + u(R - v), 
AtrCrnfZj <O follows from Corollary 2.3. 0 
Now we search for the smallest mg which satisfies the condition of Corollary 2.5. It 
will be helpful if one notes that 
lim D(m,v)=(w~!)‘ri’f (-&r. 
01-03 
Actually we obtain 
Lemma 2.6. D(mo, v) -c w(mo + 1) + cc(R - v) 
for Type I, if mo = 13,12,8, 10 while v = 0, 1,2,3, respectively, 
for Type II, if mo = 175,17 1, 170 while v = 0, 1,2, respectively, 
fir Type III, $ mo = 8 1,8 1,82 &ilr v = 0, 1,2, respectively, 
for Type IV, if mo = 26 ,for all v = 0, 1,2. 
Proof. This is readily checked from (11). q 
Since IZ = S(mR + v), we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.7. A:(,+,) is negutive 
for Type I, $n=8i (i313), 8if2 (i312), 8i+4 (i>8), 8i+6 (i>lO), 
for Type II, if n=24i (i> 175) 24i + 8 (i> 171) 24i + 16 (i> 170) 
for Type III, iJ‘n= 12i (i381), 12i +4 (i>81), 12i+ 8 (i382), 
for Type IV, lf n = 6i (i>26), 6i + 2 (ia26), 6i + 4 (i326). 
Proof. The conclusion comes from Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 2.6. D 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.6, we need some computer results. From ( 17 ), 
we have 
F(m,O)= 1 and FCm.i)= 
n-i+ I 
FCm.i- 11. iz1.2 . j , 
(w+I)m+w-i \ ’ 
Thus for a given m, 
calculated using (2 1). 
computer results. 
F(m,i) can be calculated inductively. Then x~~+~/x,,,+I can be 
Verifying the inequality in Lemma 2.1. we obtain the following 
Lemma 2.8. A~,(nT+21 is negutive 
,hr Type I, fn=8i (4<i<l2), n=8i$-2 (5<i<ll), n=8i+4 (6<i67), II=% 
+ 6 (7,<i69), 
,fiw ~~~~~~11,~~‘n=24i(l54~i~l74),n=241‘+8(159~i~l70),n=24i+l6(164~ 
i< 169). 
fbr rr7~ 111, $ II= 12i (7O<i<SO), n = 12i + 4 (75<i<80), n= 12i + 8 (78,< 
i<Sl), 
,fi)u Type IV, !‘J’n=6i (17Gii225). n=6i+2 (2O<i<25), /1=6i+4 (22<i<25); 
wdfiw no other sndler n. 
Proof (?f’ Tlworen 1.6. The theorem follows immediately from Theorem 2.7 and 
Lemma 2.8. 0 
Proof. Since the weight enumerator of an extremal self-dual code is extremal. the 
conclusion follows from Theorem 1.6. G 
Rewwks. 1. For the Type II extremal weight enumerator, our results show that A,*,?,,,_, 
first goes negative when n is 24 x 154=3696 (not 3720 as mentioned in [6]). 
2. The lower bound of n in Corollary 2.9 may be improved if one considers the coef- 
ficients of the highest and next-to-highest powers of y in (2). But this happens only for 
Type III. A computer result shows that for Type III, the coefficient of the highest power 
ofI’isnegativeforn=24i(3did34),n=241’+4(7~i~37).n=24i+8(1l~i~38). 
and the next-to-highest coefficient is negative for II = 24iS 12 ( I 1 < i < 34) II = 24i + 16 
(15<i<36), n=24i + 20 (196iG38). If n is greater than the above, z4$,Jr,2) is 
negative from Lemma 2.8. These results fill in the “missing cases” of Proposition 
1.1. 
3. All the computer results obtained in this paper are available from the author. 
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